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I. Introduction

Cuba has undergone radical changes in its economy over the last decade. Forced to redefine its trade and capital relationships with other countries after the fall of communism in Eastern Europe and the transformations in China and Vietnam, the Castro regime has adopted a series of new laws formulated to attract foreign investment. These laws introduce market economy features to a still predominantly socialist system. The switch to capitalistic practices is not complete, however, and current political vacillations show Cuba’s resistance to a full transition to an open economy. This hesitancy affects current investors, potential investors, and —perhaps most strikingly— the Cuban people, who are caught between the government’s dual competing interests: economic viability and political stability.

This paper will explore Cuba’s search for foreign direct investment and the risks surrounding any investment on the island. It will chart the government’s stated policy and legal goals and contrast them with actual practice in the country. Section I describes the economic crises that gave rise to Cuba’s opening to foreign direct investment. Section II outlines the legal reforms Cuba implemented to attract that investment. Some areas of uncertainty were not resolved by the government’s reforms, however, and Section III discusses the risks investors still face. With a look to the players rarely considered in these policy changes, Section IV extends the analysis of legal reform to its impact on Cuban society. Finally, the paper briefly compares Cuba’s legal framework now with pre-market conditions in Vietnam to warn potential investors...
against any comparison between the two countries’ paths towards market economies.

II. Economic Pressures Affecting the Cuban Government

1. The Fall of the Soviet Bloc

Fidel Castro’s march into Havana on January 1, 1959, ended Batista’s seven-year rule. Although Castro the revolutionary had promoted social reform during his fight for control, his campaign—called the 26th of July movement—did not explicitly embrace any political ideology before taking power besides left-of-center nationalism. There were certainly no stated plans for a complete transformation to a socialist economy. In the first three years of its rule, however, the revolutionary government replaced all of the traditional power groups in the country (the military, political parties, labor unions, and professional associations) with its Rebel Army and Committees for the Defense of the Revolution. Economic policy decisions also shifted to the Rebel Army elite, away from the wealthy Cuban families and foreign investors who had traditionally influenced policy.

The new government began to confiscate sugar lands in 1960. By the end of the year, it had nationalized all of the country’s major industrial and commercial enterprises, including foreign-held centrales, oil refineries, and banks. The United States quickly ruptured relations with the island and Cuba turned east for political support. By the end of 1961, Cuba-Soviet diplomatic relations had broadened and Castro dedicated the Cuban Revolution—and therefore the Cuban society it now ruled—to socialism.

Political ties to communism extended to commercial. For the three decades leading up to the fall of the Soviet Union, Cuba depended on the USSR and communist Eastern Europe countries’
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markets as secure buyers for its agricultural products. In exchange, Cuba purchased almost exclusively the goods produced in those countries. This interchange solidified into CMEA (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance), a formal trading block in which the communist nations bartered goods at prices different from those of the rest of the world.

When the Soviet Union fell in 1990, followed by its satellite states in the succeeding years, it was “a big blow for Cuba.” Cuba lost 85% of its trade, 75% of its imports, and the economy declined 35% over the five years between 1988 and 1993. Along with the destruction of CMEA went Cuba’s cultivated markets, investment plans, predictable prices for imports and exports, and capital infusions for development projects to meet its infrastructure and educational means. All of this vanished almost overnight. The country entered into what the government now calls the “Special Period” where food scarcity and power outages drastically lowered the country’s standard of living. Because seventy percent of the labor force in the Cuban system is a salaried employee of the state, the people are left with few options for ensuring decent living conditions when the government faces monetary shortfalls of this magnitude.

2. The United States Embargo

One major influence on the country’s economy, however, did not change with the fall of the Soviet bloc — the United States
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embargo against Cuba—. The embargo is based on several major statutes: The Trading with the Enemy Act (which authorized the United States President to prohibit trade with a country during times of emergency), The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 (which allowed the President to ban transactions specifically with Cuba); the Cuban Democracy Act of 1992 (which allowed the United States to deny foreign assistance to countries that were giving aid to Cuban, like the former Soviet states), and the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act of 1996 (Libertad Act), commonly known as the Helms-Burton law. These two laws from the last decade underscored the United States’ traditional opposition to the Castro government.

Many aspects of the Libertad Act impact Cuba in significant ways. The Act removes the President’s flexibility to individually set the parameters of the Cuban trade restrictions and returns that power to Congress, making substantial policy change much more difficult and time-consuming to achieve. Under the Act, Cuban ex-patriots in the United States received the right to bring suit in United States courts against a foreign national that “traffics” in property the Cuban exiles claim was confiscated from them by the Cuban government in the 1960s. The US court may impose civil fines up to $50,000 against the foreign company. The fines may be seized from a company’s assets if it is found that the company was operating in Cuba on this disputed land. The managers of those companies or individual investors in Cuban projects may also see their United States visa revoked. Helms-Burton goes on to prohibit any indirect financing of a commercial project in Cuba by a United States citizen or entity. Cuba, as well as much of the international community, fiercely protested this extraterritorial application of the United States’ judicial and commercial power.
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The full extent of the United States embargo and its regulations on Cuba, including the Libertad Act, is difficult to quantify. Capital and technology from the United States is not available to Cuban businesses. The United States consumer market, the largest in the world, is similarly off-limits. The Libertad Act pressures other countries to refrain from investing in Cuba, creating many lost opportunities if not more tangible withdrawals. The most controversial aspects of the embargo—the potential of suits in the United States courts against foreign companies investing in Cuba—have yet to be enforced. Their threat, however, certainly hangs over any proposed investment on the island. This limits Cuba’s access to credit for commercial enterprises and blocks ventures into the country by potential foreign investors. Finally, the restrictions have a symbolic as well as economic impact: they signal the United State’s continued denunciation of the Castro government and its intention to maintain a cold war approach to relations with Cuba.

There is also an indirect embargo that the United States maintains against Cuba. For other countries in the Caribbean and Latin America, the United States has granted direct aid, sponsored finance for development projects, and lent technical experts to train local people in social services areas. Cuba is excluded from all these programs, which include Enterprise for the Americas Initiative, Caribbean Basin Initiative, USAID programs, and the Peace Corps. Free-trade agreements have arisen between the United States and Latin American countries without mention of Cuban involvement or consultation in the policy-making.\textsuperscript{14}

Some recent moves by the United States Congress signal a potential softening of its stance against Cuba. A new law went into effect in February, 2001, that allowed medical and food sales by United States suppliers to the island. Agricultural giants like Ar-
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cher Daniel Midland have openly argued for a lowering of the embargo. These business interests, long-time supporters of the Republican party, may find new influence in the Bush administration.\textsuperscript{15}

3. Cuba's Response to the Challenge

Forced to forge ahead alone, Cuba has had a difficult time catalyzing its economy into productive realms. Cuba owes over $9 billion to international private lenders and has defaulted on its loan obligations. Cuba is not eligible for credit from Paris Club members and owes Russia about $30 billion in loans it never repaid. Only Spain and France give the country export credits and because it is not a member of IMF, Cuba's ability to secure credit from the world's financial institutions is severely limited. This restricts both the number of investors that can work with Cuba on investment projects and the scope of the projects that can be undertaken.\textsuperscript{16}

The economic situation on the island hit crisis level in 1994, when riots erupted in Havana. The contracting economy, rising social tensions, and increase in the number of Cubans fleeing the island in rafts bound for the United States presented Castro with his first serious popular uprising since taking power thirty years earlier.\textsuperscript{17} Responding to the threat of further instability, the Cuban government embarked on an immense process of legal and political change to encourage foreign investment. The reforms were intended to achieve the economic equivalent of a blood transfusion.

These changes bring with them significant costs to the Castro regime. Opening the country to a new private sector undermines the government's absolute control over Cuban society through job creation and wealth distribution. Some efforts have been dramatic:
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incentives in society moved away from seeking favor from the government to entrepreneurship as the way to improve one's life. This shift has impacted all levels of society. Even among the ruling elite, debates over the magnitude of reforms have created discord in the political debate.\textsuperscript{18}

The underlying tension between economic viability and political security has influenced Castro's movements since 1994. The wide scope of the 1995 reforms in Cuban foreign investment law indicated a broad openness to capitalist money. Recent restrictions, however, show a hesitancy on the part of the Castro government to accept that money's influence on the island. The result is a constant campaign to forge a social and economic system that attracts external capital for Cuba while simultaneously protecting its internal socialist ideology. The question for potential foreign investors in Cuba becomes: when the Cuban decision-makers fall off their tightrope, will they fall to the socialist or capitalist side?

\section*{III. Legal Reform Aimed at Increasing Foreign Investment}

1. The Framework for Investment

Fidel Castro is a 1950 graduate of the University of Havana law school. As a young protester against the Batista government, he believed in the power of the rule of law so much that he challenged the lawfulness of the Batista rule in the Cuban courts. The courts ruled against him, stating that successful revolutions create their own legitimacy.\textsuperscript{19} Castro seems to have adopted that belief and created his own legitimacy through his own longevity in office.

So if anyone could promote an economic policy that was simultaneously socialist and capitalist, it would be Castro. His goal in managing his country's economy has not altered: to allow
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enough foreign investment to bolster Cuba’s productivity without losing his grip on the major foundations of power-control over the people’s source of money (employment) and the use of their money (commerce.) The Cuban government envisioned the road out of its desperate economic plight as paved with an infusion of foreign cash. The subsequent patchwork of decrees succeeded in encouraging foreign investors to once again become interested in Cuba, but their implementation has been less beneficial for the investor.

The Cuban government moved to open its doors to foreign investment even before the downfall of the Soviet Union and satellite states. In 1982, the Decree-Law 50 became the first Cuban law since the revolution to welcome foreign economic interests. It clearly expressed that Cuba’s intention that its financial system not be isolated: “[T]he economic development of the country requires this type of [foreign] association in certain activities of the country where the financial resources, prime materials, technology and markets are not within our reach”.  

Even in the height of socialism, Cuba saw foreign investment as indispensable for certain sectors.

The concept of joint ventures between Cuban businesses (essentially arms of the government) and foreign persons appeared in the 1987 Civil Code for the first time in post-revolutionary Cuban law. This code broke the communist legal norm that, outside some agricultural areas and means of transportation, all businesses allowed to operate in Cuba would have to be state owned.

Even with the legalization of foreign investment on the island, it was not until 1988 that the external capital began to arrive. Before then CMEA—the interchange between the USSR and Eastern Europe—prevented any investments. That system of bartering between the socialist countries set different prices than the rest of the world. Without standard prices, Cuba could not integrate its markets with other trading partners.

---
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Later, in 1992, the Cuban government took another positive step towards opening the country to external capital. Reforms eliminated important restrictions on foreign investment through amendments to the Cuban constitution that permitted property ownership by mixed enterprises. The amendments allowed the transfer of state property to joint ventures with foreign capital and granted foreign investors total exemption of taxes on gross income, personal income, and the transfer of real estate and business. In another bold change, they allowed the repatriation of dividends, profits, and the salaries of foreign employees in hard currency to the investor’s home country. The government also offered assistance in legal, economic, accounting and information services.

Constitutional reforms further modified Article 15 of the 1976 Constitution to allow the state to transfer property rights in “exceptional cases” to individuals. The language leaves open transfer to either Cuban or foreign persons. The exchange must “have” the economic objective of development for the country and... not affect the fundamental political, social, and economic policies of the State. Because this was a significant departure from the notion that society as a whole — represented by the Castro government — owned all property, the Council of Ministers or its executive committee were required to approve each transfer. Since the head of the Council of Ministers was Fidel Castro, the decision to privatize had to come from the top.

Thirteen years after the first foreign investment decree, the Cuban government released the Law 77 of 1995, a radical revamping of the foreign investment landscape. The law is forthright about the conditions Cuba was facing at the time:

In today’s world, without the existence of the socialist camp, with a world economy that shows strong globalization and hegemonic tendencies in the political, economic, and military arenas, Cuba, in
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the interest of preserving its victories and forced by a ferocious boc-
kade, lacking capital, some technology, and many times market and
the need to reconstruct its industry, can obtain through foreign inves-
tment, with strict respect for our independence and national sovereignty,
benefits through the introduction of new and advanced technologies,
the modernization of its industries, greater productive efficiency, the
creation of new jobs, improvement in the quality of the products
and services that it offers... that will support the efforts that an
economically and socially developing country must undertake.27

According to the law, all sectors of the economy are held open
to foreign investment with a few exceptions for national security
(no investment allowed in military operations) and traditional so-
cialist governmental areas (no private control of community edu-
cational and health benefits).28

The Executive Committee of the Council of Ministers continues
to reserve final approval rights for all proposed projects. Each ap-
proval is on a case-by-case basis and is limited to a defined
amount of time, determined by that committee and administered
by the Ministry of Foreign Investment and Economic Cooperation
(Minvec). In joint ventures, the most common time period has so
far been twenty to twenty-five years.29 The decisions of the two
groups are not appealable.30

2. Is Cuba’s Plan Working?

The effects of these policy changes have been substantial. Real
GDP growth in 1999 was 6.2% and it topped 5.5% last year.31
At the end of last year, 345 international economic ventures had
formed in multiple sectors and branches. Fifty-eight more were
approved this year, including projects in the energy, financial and

28 Vega Vega, supra note 20, at 41.
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Particularly telling is the diversity of sectors this growth represents; oil and gas have taken on new importance as exports and tourism earnings now exceed those from sugar. Direct employment generation and increased productivity levels from foreign direct investment have led to 140,000 new jobs since 1995. Although this inflow of capital still has not overcome the decrease in employment and productivity in state enterprises in the early 90s, the government clearly sees this growth as a sign that its financial difficulties are diminishing.

Among the layers of investors in Cuba are several investment companies. Convinced of the current and future profitability of economic ventures on the island, foreign businesses and individual investors have bonded together to provide funds and strategic advice for other foreigners interested in pursuing business in Cuba. These companies generally operate through a local office in Cuba staffed with Cubans and a board of directors and financial administration located outside of the country.

One prominent example of these investment companies is Beta Gran Caribe Limited (BGC). The company grants seed money to businesses hoping to invest on the island. BGC holds $41 million in assets and seeks to increase its own capital through direct and indirect investment in Cuban businesses. The majority of these investments focus on joint ventures between foreign and Cuban companies. BGC has allocated capital to several sectors of the Cuban economy over the last year, including tourism, energy, and basic industry.

The 1995 foreign investment law allows actions in all sectors, but according to Felix Perez, investment manager at Beta Gran Caribe, the policies of the Cuban government are more limited:

---
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The government wants investment in the areas in which it cannot operate effectively itself—where it needs capital, technology, and markets. Some examples of this are the petroleum sector, sugar refining, electricity generation, and tourism.  

This trifocal emphasis is nowhere in the law, but it is a widely understood practice among those who invest on the island. The government embraces projects that meet its concerns and it facilitates the process for that investment. For example, Cuba recently brought its tariff structure into line with the United States’ most-favored nation norm. The result has been sharp rises in telecommunications investment (US$650 million since 1990), mining ($350 million), and tourism ($200 million).

When asked why foreign companies would be interested in investing in Cuba as compared to the many other countries with fewer political uncertainties, Perez focuses on the Cuban people. “The people are well-educated and smart. There are lots of engineers. They want to work, get ahead, and earn more.” In fact, Cuba has worked for decades to ensure this. Worker and human resource investment in education and health care surpasses that of most other underdeveloped countries. The Cuban government has reported a 98% literacy rate steadily over the last two decades. Most standard measurements of health (infant mortality, life expectancy) show Cuba is among the healthiest countries in Latin America. Some investors go so far as to call it “the poorest first-world country.” The result is well-educated, sophisticated workers
seeking to improve their living situation. This, Perez claims, creates very favorable conditions for employers.

Nevertheless, other United States observers feel the political and economic uncertainties that surround every foreign investment transaction in Cuba make the country “high-risk”. Problems of infrastructure and lack of supplies challenge tourism investors that are trying to ensure a pleasurable stay for high-end consumers. Other analysts are even more direct. As one oil company analyst in the United States asked, “Who is interested in a country without investment and contract law? Marxists are not high on property rights”.

IV. INVESTOR RISK IN CUBA

1. Political Risk

“Foreigners have all the rights here in Cuba”. “We want more foreign investment”. “Cuban policy realities are, as always, complex”. Beta Gran Caribe’s chairman Peter Scott chose these words to characterize the Cuban attitude towards foreign investment. In BGC’s 2000 annual report, Scott exposed the potential negative side of Cuba’s recent economic success: it may lead to less government goodwill towards foreign investment, not more. The same factors that precipitated an opening of Cuba’s resources in 1995 —economic growth rate and amount of operational capital— may produce a gradual closing now that the government’s sense of panic has worn off.

Investors dread incremental policy changes that will eat into their bottom line as well as massive policy shifts. “Investors fear that as soon as their businesses start to make money, the govern-
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ment will change the rules”. Businesses in Eastern European former-socialist countries saw that frustrating but predictable phenomenon occur. When power is centralized in the hands of one person or one group with similar philosophical or economical beliefs, as in Cuba, changes can come about quickly and with little notice. Businesses that have invested on the island may lose everything in a few quick decrees.

Recent policy vacillations in Cuba are perhaps even more troubling because they are governed by a force less predictable than greed. Late in 1999, the country’s central bank refused to grant a local representative office license to BGC’s finance company, Caribbean Finance Corporation: “Although officials emphasized that they had no criticisms of CFC, the decision had some unavoidably adverse short-term consequences, creating uncertainty and disrupting operations”.

CFC consequently hit difficult financial times and was forced to institute a general bad debt provision. “There is no economic model in Cuba” a dissident Cuban economist states. “They used to say it was socialist, but it’s really not now. But it’s not capitalist. It’s like a laboratory test tube. They pour things in, and see what happens.”

In an attempt to mitigate the risk of damaging changes in policy, foreign investors often choose a partner that the government cannot afford to anger. For example, one large joint venture fell apart a month before the planned signing because Tabacalera, the Spanish company that exports tobacco from Cuba, sold off its real estate arm. The German company that had planned to partner with the real estate company in another deal lost its protective giant, Tabacalera, through the sale. Rather than face an unpredictable Cuban bureaucracy without a strong partner to protect it, the foreign investor decided to call off the deal.

50 Rosenau, supra note 44.
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2. Legal Uncertainty

Cuban officials assure foreign investors that courts will support their actions in the country. Article 5 of the 1995 Law protects foreign investors from unfair treatment in Cuban courts. “Foreign investments will be equally protected against third party claims” as Cuban companies. Although no conflicts have gone to the courts since the passage of the 1995 law, cases could be received in any of the national courts. If anything, says Felix Perez of BGC, the courts favor the foreigner in disputes with Cubans. He says the Court of Reclamation is available for any contractual disputes and it can be trusted to be more protective of the foreign business than the Cuban.

There is a marked distance, however, between commerce and the judicial system in Cuba. Perez characterizes the Cuban approach to commercial dispute resolution as preferring that the businesses reach an agreement on their own. He fears that courts could even impede business movement if the subject of dispute were very complicated.

Perez is not alone in his opinion. Political and business solutions, not judicial, govern the dispute resolution process in Cuba. Roberto Muñoz from the Ministry of Foreign Investment alluded to this during an interview in January 2001: “It would be very difficult for there to be any real problem between the investor and its Cuban partners. There are many steps that an investor has to go through before getting involved in Cuba. This process allows them to avoid many problems”.

Other investors confirm this impression. Any foreign business investing in Cuba works primarily with Cuban holding companies created to be partners in joint ventures with foreign capital. Cimex is the largest and most powerful of these holding companies with annual revenues of about $700 million. It operates dozens of companies and joint ventures. Cimex and the other entities borrow on the international financial markets for their own account, un-
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dergo audits, and have only one shareholder: the Cuban government.\textsuperscript{56} Real estate investors also work closely with the planning department of each region of development.

In Cuba, the foreign business in a dispute with its partner is always opposing an arm of the Cuban government. The foreign sponsor typically resorts to Minvec (the Ministry of Foreign Investment and Economic Cooperation) to resolve the dispute. For example, a disagreement may arise between Cimex and the foreign investor on the value of a piece of land. Any land purchased is valued by an independent agency that, in fact, is still part of the Cuban government. If still displeased with the actions (or lack thereof) of Minvec, foreign investors may finally resort to conversations with Carlos Laje. Mr. Laje is in charge of economic well-being for the country and is considered to be the number three person in the Castro regime.\textsuperscript{57} One difficulty with this mode of negotiation over litigation, however, is the imbalance of power. The defendant in the dispute in a way is the judge, as well.

Even if the courts were to be relied upon to solve disputes arising between foreign investors and their counterparts, the legal infrastructure is not expansive nor sophisticated enough to handle a large load of commercial issues. On the highest level, Cuba has a weak system of ministries and agencies that ultimately answer to Fidel Castro, the instigator of all major policy movement. The independent prosecutor’s office is a small agency relative to other developed nations and is not accustomed to treating private citizens or businesses in ways consistent with due process.\textsuperscript{58} The constitution defines the judiciary in Cuba as a subservient section under the executive’s power and gives it little independent authority.\textsuperscript{59} If a dispute did reach the level of a lawsuit in the Cuban courts, any action during the transition to a more open-market system would raise the risk of foreign investors meeting inexpe-
rienced judges and unambiguous political manipulation of the legal process.

Furthermore, the legal structure of commercial activities still lacks permanent laws to govern foreign investment transactions. Bankruptcy, intellectual property, tax structures and environmental regulations are all still largely shaped by a small number of top government officials.

3. State-Control over Labor for Foreign Companies

The Cuban government retains control over the workers hired for jobs in foreign companies. The company submits a list of the positions it will need to fill to the Center for Labor Relations, a governmental agency that then selects the person for the job. Salaries are paid through the Center to the worker in pesos and, since 1995, partially in “convertible” pesos pegged to the dollar. The state keeps a substantial proportion of the salary but covers benefits such as social security and access to health care. The company may pay supplemental wages to the worker in convertible pesos for “food costs.” Workers in the foreign capital joint venture’s are the most privileged segment of the labor force in terms of labor conditions and income.

If the foreign business wishes to fire a worker, it must give a “reasonable” reason to the center. The business can then suggest who should replace the worker, but the Center will only take that into consideration for its final decision. Ultimately, the government retains control over who receives what job in Cuba and uses this leverage to squelch political dissent. Besides the obvious impact on Cubans’ political freedom, this systems means that for the investors, the high quality of human resources in Cuba is not completely accessible.

60 Article 2.j. of the 1995 Foreign Investment Law.
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To combat some of the uncertainty created by the Cuban control of labor for foreign firms, scholars offer two options for labor reform: moderate-progression towards a more open system or fundamental changes. The moderate-progressive model would adopt general rules for labor relations to replace the case-by-case analysis currently used. This would add predictability and transparency for foreign employers when hiring, managing, and firing Cuban workers. It would also give them greater control over who represents their company in Cuba. This option could increase efficiency and labor productivity through a flexible, legally regulated system.63

The fundamental change model for the Cuban labor market would integrate labor reform with productivity in the overall economy. Under this plan, the state would decentralize entrepreneurial and social security institutions and replace centralized income collection with a tax collection service. Freer labor markets would replace absolute government control over placement and salaries.64

4. Expropriation Risk

A. Legal Underpinning

Article 3 of the 1995 foreign investment law contains the guarantees the Cuban government offers foreign stakeholders over their investment. But while it extends the protection of the state to foreign businesses operating on the island, Article 3 also raises the threat of governmental expropriation:

Foreign investments inside the national territory enjoy full protection and security and cannot be expropriated except in situations motivated for the public utility or social interest, as declared by the Government... [which will pay for] the previous indemnification in easily convertible currency at its commercial value, established by a mutual agreement.65

63 Delgado, supra note 8, at 7.
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This language mirrors Article 25 of the Cuban constitution, which authorizes the expropriation of goods for the “public utility and social interest”. Professor Juan Vega Vega, a foreign investment law scholar at the University of Havana, finds this expropriation clause to be “nothing new or strange”. Rather, he argues, such a right is derived from the sovereign right of a state and exists in all world governments. Vega Vega maintains that even though it was necessary to include this protection for the Cuban government, it is Cuban policy to encourage investment and therefore foreign investors should not be concerned.66

B. The Real Estate Example

Recent changes in the real estate policies show that Vega Vega’s message may be unsound advice. In early 2000, the Cuban government froze new joint venture projects that were building apartment homes for sale to foreigners. Although official spokespeople quickly sought to assure investors that “there has been no change in foreign investment policy”, their additional statement that “we are being more selective because the economic conditions of the country have improved” caused great consternation in Cuba’s foreign investor community.67 The government allowed projects negotiated before the decree to continue but it cut off future opportunities for investment in that area. Reasons for the reversal cited by Cuba specialists range from rumors that government could not provide sewer and water hookups for the apartments to charges that Communist hard-liners opposed the extension of the private ownership movement.68 Many investors interpreted the government’s actions as sending a message that although Cuba still wants investment in the country, the Castro regime will limit where and how that investment can take place.69

66 Vega Vega, supra note 20, at 50.
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When the Cuban government exercised its right of expropriation of foreign investments in the real estate markets, it honored the 1995 law and paid the investors for their property in convertible currency at market price. One has to wonder, though, how a fair price is arrived at in a closed market economy through a negotiation characterized by an extreme imbalance of power between players. The Cuban government ultimately decides what it will pay and the investor has little recourse on the amount. The only factor in the investor's favor is the negative impact a low purchase price would have on future investment flows. One further consideration is that even if the investor did recover its investment, the Cuban government's forced purchase of the project deprived the foreign business of any future profits the investment may have yielded.

Other investors face different restrictions in the real estate market. By the structure of the system, foreign businesses cannot invest in the beautiful homes in Havana or other residential communities. Private home exchanges for Cubans occur outside of an official open market where anyone hoping to move must go through an extremely complicated exchange. This process usually involves five or more families coordinating a simultaneous housing switch to create packages of equal value. Private lawyers negotiate the values and do the paperwork; government lawyers come to the closing to ratify the final deal. The system requires the consumer to have something in the country to exchange already; because foreigners do not have the right currency—a home—, they are left out of the private real estate market.\(^\text{70}\)

5. Cuban Bureaucratic Uncertainties

For an investment project with foreign involvement, the government and the foreign investor usually create a joint venture in which the government provides the land and the foreigner contributes the capital. The relationship is structured as a 50/50 ow-
nership deal in which the two parties split the profits. The joint venture does not actually own the land or the buildings it creates but receives a lease (the time period of which is determined on a case-by-case basis, as discussed above) that reverts control rights to the Cuban government upon expiration.\footnote{Idem.}

To Paul Rosenau, a Canadian architect who runs a casa particular in Havana with his Cuban wife and has worked with foreign investors building in Cuba, there are multiple bureaucratic risks to investing on the island. For starters, “Cuba is different every month”. Massive shifts in policy can occur with little notice and no public dialogue. There is no formalized process for zoning, prices or timelines. Inefficiencies and unexplained delays can cause the administrative process to take three times the amount of time government officials say it will to establish a joint venture. “Seven meetings turn into seven more. It becomes hard for a businessman to schedule the required time in Havana, to predict when and if the project will get off the ground”.\footnote{Idem.} Because the projects are approved on a case-by-case basis, there are no economies of scale benefits to repeating the paperwork process completed for previous investments.

6. Banking Difficulties

Other barriers to investment in Cuba are purely logistical. “Due to the US embargo against Cuba, investors should not use bank or custody accounts in the US or non-US branches of US banks or custodians for payments or receipts of funds or for the custody of certificates relating to the Shares or Warrants of BGC”.\footnote{Manager’s Review, supra note 31.} Because United States law forbids any United States citizen or entity to engage in money transfers to Cuba without permission from the US Treasury Department, any foreign investing company that normally uses US banks will have to find other means for getting money into and out of the island. Such additional requirements
present more than the normal hurdles for a company considering investment opportunities in Cuba.

So why do companies invest in Cuba? Some wish to get a foot in the door while waiting for more profitable times. Others wish to establish a presence before the United States lowers its embargo and the flood of Cuban exiles returns to re-establish their former lives in Cuba. For those with the stomach for the risk, however, investing in the country can be profitable. The largest foreign investor in Cuba is Spain’s Altadis, which owns half of Cuba’s Habanos S. A., the tobacco and cigar export marketer. Telecom Italia also has substantial investments in the country, owning 29% of the Cuban national telephone company. Gambling on the fact that the Cuban economy could not function at current levels without foreign capital and expertise, these companies are betting that the government’s socialist creed will not blind it to the country’s economic needs.

V. THE FORGOTTEN MAJORITY: FOREIGN INVESTMENT’S IMPACT ON THE CUBAN PEOPLE

“The Castro regime has had and continues to have a dominating and compulsive impact on all aspects of the life of the Cuban population.” Written 39 years ago by the International Commission of Jurists, these words still hold true. In the area of foreign investment, the new laws and policies of the 1990s have had a profound impact on the Cuban people. The country now operates on two parallel economies—dollar and peso—. Jobs with foreign companies give Cubans access to the one thing that can quickly raise their standard of living: dollars. The peso salary paid by the government to its employees (the vast majority of the population) is not enough to live on. It amounts to roughly $16-$20/month and there is a drastic shortage of available food through the peso stores. The government-subsidized rations range from 12 eggs

74 Economic Ladder, supra note 52.
76 During a visit to Cuba in January, 2001, I entered a peso store. Only eggs were
and six pounds of rice a month to 1 bread roll a day, about half of what is necessary.\textsuperscript{77} But anyone with access to dollars can go to the dollar store where at least there is some food: tomato paste, pasta, coffee, tuna in a can, fruit juice, and fast-food pizzas.

The labor force therefore skews towards the dollar-earning jobs because pesos are not legally convertible into dollars. The result is that positions requiring high levels of education, like doctors and lawyers, earn more pesos as state employees but provide a lower standard of living because they do not give access to dollars. These professionals therefore earn less in real terms than a hotel maid who receives tips in dollars.\textsuperscript{78} The labor force thus produces electrical engineers that choose to drive taxis and teachers that earn more serving drinks to tourists. Although estimates vary widely, between 30 and 60 percent of Cubans have access to some dollars through joint venture employers, money sent from abroad, or activity on the black market.\textsuperscript{79}

As discussed above, the government holds a strong grip on the actions of its people by carefully controlling what jobs are available with foreign firms and who will receive those jobs. The incentives for workers are governed less by a capitalist theory of efficiency than a totalitarian suppression of political dissent. The motivation for a Cuban to get the foreign company job is the same as in other open market capitalist systems—to gain currency to buy more goods. To be successful in that, however, the worker does not have to produce more but has to live in line with the government’s wishes. The ways for an employee to gain security in her job is not to work harder; it is to stay on the good side of the

\textsuperscript{77} Economic Ladder, supra note 52.

\textsuperscript{78} The Cuban government calls on all people receiving dollar tips to “donate” them back to the state for valiant causes like providing better hospitals. See supra pp. 55 y 56 and accompanying text. This effort, it claims, recovers 100% of the dollars received this way for the socialist system. Informal interviews in Havana exposed this to be misguided, at best. All Cubans with whom I spoke did “donate” some of their earnings back to the state, but the amount they claimed was only a small fraction of what they actually earned.

\textsuperscript{79} Economic Ladder, supra note 52.
government. “Castro’s hold on power rests on every Cuban’s dependence on the state for sustenance”.80

Denied the opportunity to gain a dollar-earning position, many Cubans have opened their home to foreign travelers for lodging, with or without a license from the state. Their businesses are called casa particulares and are a common way for tourists to avoid expensive state-run hotels. The government has reduced the number of legally self-employed workers in Cuba from 206,000 in 1996 to less than 150,000 last year. Further cuts are possible. Cubans are allowed to run restaurants in their homes but few licenses have been extended to the owners.81

Individuals operating a casa particular with a license submit to frequent inspections by state officials. As a private business they must pay monthly taxes based on the number of rooms they are renting out (Havana) or the square footage of the space they are renting to tourists (Trinidad). These license fees can be significant costs to the business. They require the families to maintain steady flows of inhabitants if they are to cover the taxes, which are charged regardless of whether the space is actually filled. Many stretch the limits of their licenses to rent more space than allowed in order to ensure a profit; if caught, they may be fined thousands of dollars.82

In the face of this tight state control of dollar-earning opportunities, alternative schemes arise for those that are excluded from the privileged class to help secure a supply of dollars. These “informal systems”,83 such as the black market or the practice of stretching legal enterprises to illegal limits, are informal mechanisms of exchange designed to circumvent central bureaucratic control. The black market has become so widespread due to Cuba’s ineffectual management of the domestic economy that these

81 Idem.
82 Interview with Merle Espinoza, casa particular operator, 23 de enero de 2001 (hereinafter Espinoza).
informal systems may now be considered socially imbedded in the Cuban way of life.

Fidel Castro is clearly not comfortable with this division in the economy. In a speech to Cuba's National Assembly in 1996, he warned that the state has "to reckon with a new social class, and the more power and influence it has, the bigger will be the challenge for the Revolution". The influx of dollars is creating differences in standards of living that have not been seen since the revolution. Most analysts believe that Castro must control the circulation of hard currency in order to maintain economic and political power.

To combat the inequity between members of the labor force with access to dollars and those without, the government adopted certain measures to compensate for the gap in real income:

1. Overpricing in state shops that sell products in dollars or convertible pesos.
2. Systematic tax increases on urban self-employed people (like casa particular operators).
3. Promotion of the temporary migration of highly qualified workers (e.g. physicians) to other nations through contracts with those governments.

The government thus lowers the standard of living for those with dollars rather than raising the peso economy to match it.

Even with Castro's public opposition, the current dual system still demonstrates greater openness than previous policies. Before 1993, the average Cuban citizen was not allowed to possess dollars at all. "I used to have to get the tourists to go into the dollar shops to buy me a bar of soap" Merle, the owner of a small guesthouse in Trinidad, told me. "Now I can go there on my own".

84 Villelabeitia, Ibon, Dollarization Creates Haves and Have Nots in Cuba, Associated Press, 30 de enero de 1996.
86 Delgado, supra note 8, at 6.
own". Restrictions on consumption of dollar goods still exist, however: before a citizen can go to the dollar stores, she must present a letter to her neighborhood’s Comité de Defensa de la Revolución (Committee for the Defense of the Revolution) from her employer stating the source of the dollars. Without that letter, the CDR will suspect the Cuban is receiving dollars from the United States or engaging in black market activity.

VI. A FAULTY MODEL FOR CUBA: THE VIETNAMESE TRANSITION TO A MARKET ECONOMY

Vietnam passed its first foreign investment law in 1987. In that year, it invited foreign organizations and individuals to invest capital and technology in the country to the extent that they respected the independence and sovereignty of that nation. This is a caveat that Cuba echoes today. Vietnam also opened up all areas of its economy to foreign capital and enumerated various forms of potential investment, including wholly owned foreign firms.

That may be where the similarities between Cuba and Vietnam end. “The Vietnam model will not have the same impact in Cuba.” Companies hoping that investing in Cuba during its transition towards a capitalist economy will be similar to investments into Vietnam are likely to be disappointed. To begin with, Cuba is product-poor; what it produces well, it also produces expensively. Vietnam has many high-quality, low cost products with which to trade. It produces rice, fruits, and coffee at competitive rates. The high production costs for Cuba’s state-run facilities push its products out of the general global price range. Vietnam’s tran-

87 Espinoza, supra note 82.
88 Mercy, supra note 62.
89 Remirez, supra note 6.
90 Vega Vega, supra note 20, at 13.
91 Interview with Brian Quinn, former analyst for Harvard Institute for Sustainable Development in Hanoi, 6 de febrero de 2001.
92 Idem
93 Idem
sition to market principals also started earlier, with laws in 1979 that granted private property rights for agricultural plots.

The difference between Vietnam and Cuba plays most significantly when a company plans for a possible change in governmental administration. In Vietnam, if the current regime is overthrown, the capitalists who are now working in Hanoi will stay there. In Cuba, Castro’s death could cause great societal upheaval. There may be a peaceful transition of power to Raul Castro, a bloody struggle for power among the communist hard-liners, or a mass reverse migration by Cuban-Americans hoping to re-establish their power on the island. While any agreements struck with a previous administration in Vietnam will probably be respected, any agreements negotiated now with the Castro regime have a significant likelihood of being abandoned by a subsequent change in government.

For all these reasons, investors cannot look to Vietnam as models for effective investment in Cuba. Cuba has created its own path towards open markets for foreign investment, one destined to present many blind curves for the outside participant.

VII. Conclusion

The barriers to successful ventures into Cuba are readily apparent. Political risk couples with uncertain economic conditions to make any investment there precarious. The Cuban government needs foreign investment to continue its economic growth, however, as much as the foreign investor needs the Cuban government to honor its pro-investment policies and promises. It is possible, therefore, to balance the rewards for both sides to ensure profitable ventures for all the players involved.

Finding that balance, however, is difficult. The foreign investor in Cuba faces a collage of messages: shifting alignments of beliefs, values, national goals and leadership directions. Cuba’s policy vacillations reflect which interest, economic growth or political stability, holds the most influence at the moment. The Cuban people also reflect an ambivalence towards foreign investment. “Foreign
investment is good, but we must preserve our dignity as a people", a sculptor told me while selling his works in an open-air market near some hotels in Havana. That comment sounds strikingly similar to Fernando Remirez's, Chief of the Cuban Interest Section in the United States: "We are trying to find more foreign investment because that is the way of the world. But we want that investment to come in a way that secures our independence and maintains our sovereignty. We strive to protect the dignity of our people".

The challenge for foreign investors is to respect that dignity while ensuring both sides improve their bottom lines.

94 Interview in a street market, Havana, 19 de enero de 2001.
95 Remirez, supra note 6.